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TMna ~ o n e 6 a ~ ~ i  c pa3nbi~ wcnoM eapmaquh nom no 
~one6a~v lh  nepeKpbieaioTcsl. f l o 3 r o ~ y  MccneAosaHMe 
xapah-repMcmK KOfle6aHMi s a ~ p y ~ ~ e n o .  flonontiwenb- 
~ o n e 6 a ~ ~ h  pa3pexae~cw M ocTamcw ~ o n e 6 a ~ ~ w  c OA- 
H O ~  (m=1) M ABYMF~ (m=2) BapMaqmMM nonw BAonb 
Aenennbix ~one6aw~h o6pa3y~n nOqTM nepMoAMqecKMe 
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MMIDT ~one6at i~s l  C a3MMyTaJlbHblM MHAeKCOM m=l. 
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HMe MHTeHCMBHOCTM noneh BblAefleHHblX ~ o n e 6 a ~ ~ h  
nons1 3TMX ~ o n e 6 a n ~ i  Ha nOBepXHOCTM 3KpaHa OTCYTCT- 
BVDT. 
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Abstract-The hollow metal cylinder with the semicircle in the basis 
is used as the shield of the hemispherical dielectric resonator with 
whispering gallery (WG) modes. It's shown that the spectrum of 
the WG modes of this resonator is clearer than the spectrum of the 
similar resonator with the hemispherical shield. It's find that the 
high-Q-factor bet modes are excited in the offered resonator by 
the coupling slot on the mirror. 
Their fields are localized in a dielectric. The frequency dependence 
of the Q-factor value is measured. A good conformity of this 
experimental dependence with the analytic dependence is obtained 
at this paper. 
I .  Introduction 
Dielectric resonators (DR) with whispering gallery 
modes (WGM's) are used at the wide range of frequencies (from 
microwave to optical). One of the most important limits of the DR 
using is the problem of their coupling with other elements and cir- 
cuits because of the open nature of these resonators and parasitic 
wave radiation. The open nature of the DR with W G M s  leads to 
the system sensitiveness to the external medium and elements. 
One of this problem solution is the shielding of the DR. The inves- 
tigations find the problem of the excitation of these modes in real 
condition, which are arised through the dense spectrum of the 
SDR modes and difficulty introduction of the couplers in the field of 
the WGM's. In this paper we investigate the problem of the excita- 
tion high Q-factor W G M s  of the hemispherical DR with cylinder 
shield. 
I I .  Experimental results 
At experiment we investigate teflon dielectric hemiball 
( E  = 2.08, radius & = 39 mm) and metallic cylinder (radius 
R,= 42 mm) are situated on the local flat mirrors with coupling slot 
with the ekternal waveguide. In the experimental model of SDR 
there was a possibiliy to easy change the position of the radiation 
source and passive slot on the radial coordinate. The dependence 
of the relative amplitude A /A, of resonance from the standard- 
ized radial coordinate of the passive slot center to the dielectric 
hemiball radius ro / & for the TM WGM' is shown at Fig. 1. The 
frequency dependence of unloaded Q-factor TM WGMs is shown 
at Fig. 2. The monotonous decreasing of Q-factor of the hemi- 
spherical ODR,when the frequency is decreased, is connected 
with the own radiative losses increasing. The Q-factor of the ODR 
WGM's at the high frequency border is approximated to the level 
which is closed bythe dielectric Q-factor ( in this case dielectric Q- 
factor is equal 5.6 X 10 ). The unloaded Q-factor of the WGM's 
of the hemispherical SDR is approximetly constant in the investi- 
gated frequency range and it is determined only dielectric losses. 
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I I I. Conclusion 
The results obtained at this paper can be used for the 
construction of millimeter wave active and passive devices. 
